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Welcome!
Bucharest is a booming city with many large infrastructure projects
changing the old face of the city. Known in the past as "The Little
Paris" Bucharest has changed a lot lately, and today it has become a
very interesting mix of old and new that has little to do with its
initial reputation. Finding a 300 year old church, a steel-and-glass
office building and Communist-era apartment blocks next to one
another is a common sight.
The official language is Romanian, a Romance language which
claims to be the closest currently-spoken relative to Ancient Latin,
but which contains around 20% of loan words from Slavonic
languages. Most younger educated people will speak English very
well.

Arriving by plane
Bucharest has reasonable connections with most European capitals and
with the largest cities in Romania.
All scheduled flights, including those operated by low cost airlines, land
at Henri Coandă International Airport, located 18 km north of city
center.
Avoid exchanging money in the airport, exchange rates are 10-15%
worse than what you would find in the city - you are advised to use an
ATM in the lobby for immediate needs and exchange money in the city
center.

Getting to the city
BY BUS
Express bus 783 goes from the airport to downtown Bucharest. It runs
approximately every 20 minutes, daily, including weekends and holidays
until 23:00. Expect the trip to be about 40 minutes long (to Piaţa
Romana, close to the hotel) or even longer during rush hour traffic. Travel
tickets can be bought just outside the airport and they cost about 2 euro.
BY Taxi
Be careful when taking a taxi from the airport and avoid it if possible.
Even official taxi drivers might try to extort some extra money if you don't
speak the language. The safest way to get a taxi with the normal rate
(1.39 lei/km) is to order one using the electronic touch-screen kiosks on
the Arrivals level (after you claim your luggage and exit). This will provide
you with a printed ticket (which you should keep) for a specific taxi which
will arrive within minutes. Check nonetheless the rate before getting in (it
should be written on the taxi's doors) and also check that the meter is
turned on. The normal cost of a ride to the city center is 30-40 lei
(approx. 10 euro). Do not accept the offer of the people near arrival
terminal who ask you if you want a taxi or offer to carry your luggage.

Conference Venue
Hotel Marshal Garden is located in the very center of Bucharest,
near the Romana Square and the Academy of Economic Studies, on
Dorobantilor Boulevard, an area with important objectives and touristic
attractions. The location can be easily reached from wherever you may
come: a 3-minute walk from the underground station Romana Square,
2 km from the Bucharest North Railway Station and 15 km from the
International Airport "Henri Coanda".

Reaching the hotel
Address:
50 B, Dorobantilor Boulevard,
District 1, Bucharest, Romania
Latitude 44.450053
Longitude. 26.099159

Contact:
Telephone: +40 21 319.44.44
Fax: +40 21 319.44.45
reception@marshalgarden.ro

Reaching the hotel from
Piata Romana

Other accomodation in the Area
Ambassador Hotel
****

Duke Hotel ****

Sheraton Hotel *****

Michelangelo Hotel
***

Minerva Hotel ****

Sky Apartment

Capital Plaza Hotel
****

Umbrella Hostel

We recommend checking the prices on www.booking.com as they often
offer better deals than the hotel reception.

Weather

Contact
Pro Vobis logistical assistance line: +407 55 045 104
Romanian Emergency Line: 112

